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1.0

FOREWARD

As a child and in my teenage years my music was brought to me via vinyl, there was
and continues to be a special affection for the format. The 12" packaging offers so
much artistic opportunity, mostly lost to the CD and MP3 generation. But for me the
real magic is the beguiling sound that can be extracted from those plastic discs. Despite
access to all forms of the modern format, vinyl remains my primary weapon of choice,
played through my trusty Linn Sondek.
However, there was a time when this passion wavered. Despite meticulous, careful
handling and use of so called "anti static" liners, I found that many of my cherished
albums and singles developed very irritating pops and crackles. It was also common to
find a long yearned for album at a trade stall that looked as new only to present a
muffled sound, years of storage having allowed dust and dirt to become embedded
within the grooves. The worst culprits however are generally second hand and well
used examples. Finger contact is a primary source of noise, the greasy residues reside
on the surface and act as a glue within the grooves of the record locking in dust
particles. The smaller particles and residue provide low level background crackle,
larger dust particles deliver load pops and clicks.
Numerous routes were investigated regarding cleaning the rogue records, including the
professional alcohol based systems. All delivered varying results, never to my total
satisfaction. I then turned my attention to developing a simple cleaning approach that
could be applied at home.
After 2 years of on and off development I eventually settled on a manual sink based
approach that is described in the following pages. The process has now been
successfully applied to over five hundred of my own, friend’s and colleague’s vinyl
records.
In terms of a cleaning medium, I found that diluted standard, household washing up
liquid gave the best results, especially removing the greasy marks and entrapped debris.
Originally the best tool I found for applying the cleaning solution and removing the dirt
was been a standard carbon fibre cleaning brush.

These are readily available from most Hi Fi retailers, most good music stores and
generally through Ebay. The bristles of these brushes work their way deep into the
grooves and in my experience offer the best method to clean a record.
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I have noticed however that the more recently purchased items do tend to shed bristles.
As part of the development of my Steam and Vacuum cleaning process (see my
webpage http://daveyw.edsstuff.org), I looked at a number of alternatives and have
found that a fine bristle paint brush works just as effectively, without any form of
bristle loss.

This particular brush uses two bristles, the painting/cleaning bristles are very fine but in
order to offer resistance to bending there are some incremental stiffer bristles.
These stiffer bristles are approx 6mm shorter than the finer bristles and do not make
contact with the vinyl.
In my opinion either brush is suitable, but the latter appears to be the better route in
order to avoid bristle shredding.
The level of improvement witnessed will vary depending on the level of cleanliness of
the record, invariably some stubborn crackles and pops will remain.
Apply the process to crackly records and you should be pleasantly surprised with the
outcome.

Listen to the

and

examples on the Webpage;

http://daveyw.edsstuff.org/vinyl/record-cleaning
This 10” single had been poorly stored prior to purchase with the open side of the
sleeve upright.
The process effectively removed the majority of the ingrained dirt and transformed the
record from a virtually unlistenable state.
This technique will obviously have no effect upon worn, scratched and physically
damaged records. It purely cleans grease, residues and embedded dirt from the grooves.
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The process is straight forward, but I would recommend that you practise the technique
on a less prized example first.
I hope this brings added life to your record collection as it did to my own.

_____________________________________________________________

I will periodically be updating the guide.
Please feel free to leave any feedback and/or recommended improvements at the below
email address.
davey_w@hotmail.co.uk
_____________________________________________________________

Note
The author takes no responsibility for any injury to persons or damage to property
during the application of the processes described within this document.
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2.0

WHAT YOU NEED

•

Cleaning Brush

•

A suitable implement to act as a holder through the spindle hole
- I find a hexagonal pencil or a chop stick to work best

•

Clean Tea Towel

•

Kitchen Role

•

Washing up bowl large enough to accept a 12” record

•

Washing up liquid

•

Cups or mugs

3.0

PREPARATION

•

Ensure that the washing up bowl is thoroughly clean – Grease and grit free
I would strongly recommend a dedicated washing up bowl for this purpose

•

Have individual sheets of kitchen roll and the tea towel handy

•

Position a number of cups on a table to act as stands for drying

•

Using the washing up liquid, fill the washing up bowl to a depth of 3" (75mm)
with warm soapy water.

•

Use standard washing up liquid, amount as typical for washing dishes

CARE POINT
Ensure the temperature is less than 35oC/95F - some vinyl can become deformed at
higher temperatures
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4.0

THE CLEANING PROCESS

4.1

HOLDING THE RECORD

•

Insert the holder into the record

•

Ensure a secure but not overly tight fit

CARE POINT
Enough grip is required to gently rotate the record without slippage between the holder
and disc.
If the holder interference is too tight the record hole may become damaged or enlarged.
If the holder is too large use sand paper to reduce it's diameter until a satisfactory
condition is achieved.
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4.2

CLEANING

•

Lower the record into the water, at approx 45o to the vertical

•

Avoid submersing the label

•

Rest the rim of the record on the base of the bowl

•

Using the carbon fibre brush, gently brush the submersed playing surface back
and forth 5-10 times (depending on condition of the disc)

•

Ensure that the brush body does not contact the playing surface
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•

Rotate the record using the holder and clean the newly submersed section

•

Repeat until the side of the record has been fully cleaned

•

Repeat 2-3 times depending on the condition of the record

•

Swap the face of the record over and repeat the process

Cleaning Notes:
Label Wetting
During the cleaning and rinsing process it is impossible to prevent water from
splashing onto the label.
The water will evaporate during the drying process and should not leave a witness
mark.
This element of the process tends to worry the most potential users.
I have completely soaked a number of labels without any issues and have been quite
happy to treat fairly valuable records (£40+) with this process.
Despite myself not having a problem to date, it must be noted that minor staining is a
potential risk, especially if the label becomes significantly wet.
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4.3

RINSING

•

Place the tea towel over your shoulder

•

Slowly rotate one side of the record under a slow flowing cold tap above a sink

•

Rinse away the soapy water from the centre of the record

•

Avoid wetting the label as much as possible (See Note in Section 4.2)

•

Once all soapy water has been cleared repeat process on the opposite side

•

Switch off the tap, hold the record vertically and allow excess water to pour off

•

Remove from the washing area and rotate the record swiftly by spinning the
holder between your fingers. Build up the speed slowly ensuring that the holder
does not spin within the hole of the record.

•

The excess water held within the grooves will migrate to the rim

•

Move the edge of the record to the towel and allow to break to a standstill

This process removes as much excess water as possible prior to the final drying stage
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4.4

DRYING

•

Using a folded piece of kitchen role, gently dry the surface of the record

•

Keep the record stationary apply the kitchen role in the direction of the playing
surface – Dab the surface, let the paper absorb the moisture

•

Do not rub or apply excessive pressure. Once wet the kitchen roll can
disintegrate leaving wet paper deposits on the record

•

Repeat the process on the opposite side with a new piece of kitchen role

•

Carefully remove the record from the holder

•

Place the record centrally on a cup/mug and allow to complete drying in air

•

It is best to complete the drying process in a room without disturbance to
minimise the risk of dust contamination of the damp record

•

Drying of the record usually takes 40-60 minutes
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4.5

STORAGE

•

Before replacing the record in it's inner sleeve, check the sleeve's condition

•

Is it ripped, greasy or dirty? Does it appear to be dusty, especially on the inside?
If so it is best to replace the sleeve

•

I generally replace the original inner sleeve regardless of perceived condition,
retaining the original sleeve along side the newly protected disc in the outer
cover

•

New inner sleeves can be purchased at most music retailers

•

It's best to have a small supply if you are to clean a number of records

•

Always ensure that the sleeve open end is inserted into the outer sleeve so that
the opening is vertical in relation to the cover

•

When removing or replacing the record from/to the inner sleeve, open up the
sleeve to minimise surface drag. Rolling of dust contaminants increases
opportunity of embedding into the grooves

5.0

HANDLING AND PLAYING

5.1

Handling

•

It is imperative that no contact is made with the playing surface

•

Residues in the skin surface are naturally greasy

•

Initial contact may not have a significant impact upon sound quality but given
time dust particles will stick as opposed to be brushed away by the stylus

•

Always hold the disk via the outer edges or the label

5.2

Playing

•

I have had mixed experiences of cleaning dust off records prior to playing

•

There is a risk with both brushes and felt pads of pressing dust into the grooves

•

I would personally recommend that if the record is visibly dusty then apply the
cleaning process as opposed to brushing the record in it’s dry state
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6.0

PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS

a) Carbon Fibre Brush Stiffness
Brush stiffness varies depending on manufacturer. Soft brushes can deflect under very
light pressure which can compromise cleaning effectiveness.
Increased brush pressure without bristly deflection can be achieved by reducing the
length of the bristles.
This can be best achieved by use of a beard attachment on a standard shaver.
Hold the brush securely against a suitable stop (block of wood/book) that allows the
razor to be run across the top and shave to the required height.

CARE POINT
The shorter the brush length the higher the risk of scratching the record with the brush
body during cleaning. I would suggest that the minimum suitable brush length is 8mm
b) Vertical Drying
To minimise the risk of air borne dust settling on the record during drying, consider
holding the record vertically.
Leave the holder in the record and use a heavy object to hold the record securely over
the edge of a table
c) Hard Water
If your natural home water supply has a high mineral (typically calcium and/or
magnesium) content “Hard Water”, it is recommended to use bottled,
distilled/demineralised water for the purpose of rinsing. This will eliminate any risk of
mineral deposits being left within the grooves of the record after the drying process.
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7.0

GUIDE UPDATES

Issue 2: June 2007
•

Cover updated with revised Title Logo

•

1.0 Forward updated minor wording revisions and additions of Icons from the Web Page

•

4.4 Drying updated to emphasise “dabbing” as opposed to “rubbing”

•

6.0 c “Hard Water” reference added

Issue 3: September 2010
•

1.0 Updated number of applications from 100 to 500

•

3.0 Reference use of a dedicated washing up bowl

•

4.2 Label wetting note updated to reflect authors onward experience

•

4.2 Carbon fibre brush bristle shedding note added

•

4.5 Included reference to authors preference to replace inner sleeve regardless of condition

Issue 4: February 2011
•

1.0 Minor re-wording due to removal of the dedicated Record Cleaning at Home Webpage

•

4.2 Reference to potential use of soft bristled paint brush in lieu of Carbon Fibre Brush

Issue 5: March 2011
•

1.0, 2.0 & 4.2 Cleaning brush recommendation updated
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